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‘Little House’ saga: Watch out for Laura on steroids

By JOANNE CLEAVER

I

was a child menace to shrubbery,
thanks to Laura Ingalls Wilder.
Every spring in elementary school,
fresh off a winter of reading the “Little
House” series — again — I’d hijack my
brothers’ wooden wagon and head to the
bushes to attempt — again — to construct a
covered wagon from stripped forsythia
branches, masking tape and old beach towels.
Forsythia branches in the burst of spring
growth are slippery and springy, with
strength far beyond the holding power of
masking tape.
At least that’s how I explained my black
eyes to my mother.
No words could describe my acorn cuisine, inspired by the nut-cap tea set that
Laura and Mary set on stumps for a doll’s
tea party in “Little House in the Big
Woods.”
A thoughtful child would have reflected
on the fruitless yield of attempting to recreate Ingalls family life. But no thoughtful
child was involved, which is why my handstitched, blood-specked attempt at re-creating Laura’s rag doll ended up looking more
voodoo than can-do.
If plastic toys to go with Laura’s story
were available, I would have been an eager
target demographic.
As it turns out, I gave birth to one such
target demographic in 1981. And in 1986, the
very first American Girl doll catalog curt-
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Make it a
fair trade

But fair trade goes beyond
assuring an ethical price. It
also involves fair labor conditions, sound environmental
practices and direct trade
between importers and farmers. One of the biggest concerns involves children and
unfair labor practices.
For instance, the Ivory
Coast and Ghana are the
world’s two largest cocoaproducing countries, and
cocoa accounts for 40% or
more of their export revenue.
A 2001 study by the Genevabased International Labor
Organization found that
trafficking in child agricultural labor is widespread in
West Africa.

seyed into our living
room, with its historically correct stories of
girl-scaled bravery.
It was Laura on marketing steroids.
Exit the inquisitive
girl and enter the acquisitive girl. Pleasant
Rowland stirred up a
business plan and some
characters and founded
American Girl, now
owned by Mattel but
still headquartered in the Madison suburb
of Middleton.
Laura just couldn’t compete. The pig’s
bladder ball she batted around the Big
Woods — which were located near Pepin,
Wis. — was run over by the likes of Kirsten,
swinging her tiny wooden lunchbox packed
with adorable little plastic bread, sausage,
cheese and apple. Pretty soon, a doll subdivision sprawled across our three girls’
bedrooms. Every birthday was an orgy of
plot-driven accessories.
The marketing juggernaut of American
Girl looked like a runaway train, and the
Little House world, an abandoned wagon.
To date, more than 12 million American
Girl dolls and 111 million American Girl
brand books have sold. A total of 55 million
“Little House” books have sold.
And Mattel reported $440 million in
American Girl sales for 2006.

While there are signs that
the child trafficking has been
reduced, other bad practices
are still rampant. An estimated 284,000 children work on
cocoa farms in West Africa in
hazardous tasks such as
using machetes and applying
pesticides without protective
equipment, according to the
International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture, an
Africa-based research group.
Many children also work
long hours, sacrificing their
education. In Ivory Coast, for
instance, the institute estimates that 66% of child cocoa
workers don’t attend school.
Fair trade campaigns have
been prominent in Europe,
but organizers know they
need to make it the United
States — the world’s largest
chocolate consumer.
One survey, for instance,
said that 46% of Americans
said they can’t live without
chocolate. Based on my
friends and family, I would
have predicted an even higher percentage.

Not surprisingly, church
groups are deeply involved in
fair trade chocolate, under
the modernized marketing
campaign of selling “Divine”
chocolates.
Two prominent groups are
Lutheran World Relief and
Catholic Relief Services. In
addition to promoting individual gift packages for occasions such as Valentine’s
Day, they are tapping into the
religious school market.
Not only can school fundraisers sell “Divine” fair
trade chocolate, but the
schools will receive interactive educational materials
for the classroom.
In the Milwaukee area, fair
trade chocolate is available at
Outpost Natural Foods,
Beans & Barley and Whole
Foods Market. And, of
course, there’s always the
Web, where fair trade chocolate is only a click away.
Have a heart this Valentine’s Day and buy fair trade
chocolate. You’ve nothing to
lose but your guilt.

Predict this year’s
®
Academy Award winners
and you could win a trip fit
for a Movie Star!

ALL-INCLUSIVE 5 NIGHT
TRIP TO MEXICO!
I T I S E A S Y T O P L AY !

Pick who you think will win Best Picture,
Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor,
Best Supporting Actress and Best Director.

At the Laura Ingalls Wilder Historic
Home and Museum in Mansfield, Ohio,
where Laura and her husband, Almanzo,
settled, the gift shop offers a replica of
Charlotte, Laura’s rag doll, and a replica of
Nettie, the corncob-wrapped-in-a-handkerchief that was Laura’s first doll (and
probably the one I should have tried to
make).
But hollow-hearted characters borne of
business plans may have their comeuppance yet. Observing the power of brand
extension, HarperTrophy, the imprint of
HarperCollins that publishes the Little
House titles, has reverse-engineered a Little
House franchise with a series of new books
about Laura’s extended family.
It’s all enough to make the real Laura roll
over in the grave she was laid in 50 years
ago yesterday.
It turns out that Laura’s Ma, Caroline
Quiner, was born right here in Brookfield
on Dec. 12, 1839, and lived there until she
met and married Pa, Charles Ingalls. On the
scaffolding of family letters and public records, HarperTrophy has built three books
of Caroline fact-based fiction.
Ma had a ma, and she had a ma. And they
get books, too. Rose Wilder Lane, Laura’s
daughter, who coached Laura through writing the Little House books, also gets her
own series.
That adds up to five cameo portraits in
the Ingalls/Wilder family tree, compared to
eleven historical American Girls. Some of

original American Girl characters now have
friends incarnated as dolls, so to preserve
girl parity, maybe Ingalls sisters Mary and
Carrie should count.
Nellie Oleson, too. She’s the little mean
girl on the prairie who tormented Laura
and Mary. She gets her own book this fall.
Tara Weikum, HarperTrophy executive
editor, is overseeing this commemoration of
the 75th anniversary of the publication of
“Little House in the Big Woods”: new covers
for the paperbacks, featuring photos, and a
relaunch of www.littlehousebooks.com
Let them all spin. Girls will continue to
fall in love with Laura on her own terms.
De Smet, S.D., is home to only 1,164 souls,
about 10 times more than lived there when
it was the Little Town on the Prairie for
Laura and her family. A few years ago, my
family of nearly grown-up girls (and their
pa) made a detour to De Smet on the way to
Rapid City.
My restless teens were more interested in
moving on to Wall Drug than in visiting the
grassy graves of Pa, Ma, Mary, Carrie,
Grace, and Laura and Almanzo’s baby son.
I made them come anyway. Together, we
read the names on the headstones — the
same names I’d read aloud to them years
before, of people who are loved for who they
were, not avatars of a market analysis that
got it right.
Joanne Cleaver writes for the Journal Sentinel's Business
section. Her email address is jcleaver@journalsentinel.com

NASA astronaut not
the first to be crazy in love
I
By HOWARD TROXLER

n my inexpert experience, no one is
immune from being driven crazy by
love.
The more solid they seem, the crazier
they go. The longer they survive unscathed, the worse the madness when it
finally comes. There is no fool, after all,
like a grownup.
How many of us know of at least one
career-and-family man
who abandoned his
responsibilities to behave like an idiot?
Women, too. How
many impressive, accomplished women I
have known who took
that trip through temporary insanity over some
schlump not worth her
trouble.
Have you ever been
the one?
Have you ever dialed
the telephone, over and over? Written a
crazed letter and sent it before you had
time to reconsider?
Deliberately driven past somebody’s
home or office? Pestered your friends to
distraction by boo-hooing about it obsessively?
No? Never? Not you?
Well, good for you, then.
But I have known folks who have done all
that and more and even dumber things,
down to dragging a key across the ex-lover’s car, or leaving raving messages on
answering machines, or spying on their
ex’s new boyfriend/girlfriend and picking
a fight.
Low-class behavior, performed only by
the cast of Jerry Springer shows?
Heck, no. I’m talking about lawyers and
editors and doctors. Crazy as outhouse
rats, all of them, at least for a while.
And as we now see, it can happen even to
astronauts. Astronauts!
OK, so this one is an extreme case. Not
that many people drive 900 miles wearing
diapers and carrying pepper spray and
latex gloves, intending who-knows-what

mayhem.
But, I bet you, lots of people have thought
about doing stuff that ranked pretty high
on the crazy scale. And people do insane
things all the time that don’t make the
papers, because they weren’t astronauts
and didn’t get arrested.
In no way do I condone behavior that
menaces someone else. In our modern
society, we appreciate the inherent danger
of such conduct and even
label it as a serious crime,
stalking. Yet since no worse
harm was done, I mostly feel
sorry for Lisa Nowak, who
has now officially ruined her
life.
In a few hours, she went
from being the closest thing
America has to a superhero
to being a figure of national
ridicule and salacious cruelty. She is the latest exhibit
in the 24-hour media freak
show.
Having switched sides from normal to
abnormal, she can never recover her past
life.
This is not our way, not in a society that
tolerates no temporary aberration, not in
kids making mistakes in school, let alone
in lapsed politicians, let alone in astronauts. The only class of disgraced people
who get a second act are sex-scandal televangelists, and even they keep an asterisk
next to their name.
If she is of the mind, Nowak might write
a book or become a talk show oddity for a
while, but she isn’t going to be operating
any more robots or hanging out in the
international space station.
Most people are luckier and manage not
to do anything so drastic as to cause permanent damage.
They get on with their lives and careers,
albeit sheepishly if they have any sense.
The luckiest of all are able to slap themselves on the forehead years later and say,
“What an idiot I was!”
It is hard-earned wisdom, I tell you what.
Howard Troxler writes for the St. Petersburg Times.
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Five-night, all-inclusive trip for two adults
to the Iberostar Paraiso del Mar Rivera Maya
Mexico, courtesy of Apple Vacations and
Iberostar Resorts.
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First Prize (6 awarded)

Six winners each will receive an annual
pass for two to any participating movie
theater in metro Milwaukee.

Bonus Prizes (100 awarded)

Just for entering, 100 lucky winners will be
randomly picked to receive a one-time pass
for two, to any participating movie theater in
metro Milwaukee.
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Employees

Sign up to showcase your
outstanding company to highly
qualified job seekers and find
the right candidates for your
positions. Call for your space
today at (414) 224-2500.

Stop by to get resumebuilding tips, check
out preferred employers
within our market and
turn your search into a
great career.
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American Serb Hall
5101 W. Oklahoma Ave.
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This contest is neither endorsed nor affiliated with the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts & Science. Contest ends at 7 p.m. Central time on February 25, 2007. Some restrictions
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